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What is a zine?          irrelevant press

A zine (pronounced zeen like magazine) is a do-it-yourself publication, 
often physically printed and distributed but sometimes released 
digitally. The format is expansive! Typically zines are self-published, 
non-commercial, and accessible in pricing and production. 

Zines have been used for decades to share ideas, to organize, and 
for self-expression. They are important artifacts, as the content is more 
niche and subversive than is typically archived in the mainstream. 
In the 50s and 60s (some say as far back as the 30s) zines were 
popularized by science fiction fanzine writers. Fanzines are zines 
made by fans of certain subjects, to share art and writing about a 
topic or speculate on their own ideas of how stories might evolve.

In the late 60s and 70s zines were popular ephemera in the punk 
scene. They were used to spread information about bands, shows, 
and political ideas, as well as to document the culture and era. 

By the 80s, zines became even more popular, with people creating 
zines on recipes, comics, spirituality and identity. The 90s are 
famously known for riot grrrl zines, zines that blended punk and 
third wave feminism. These zines often included manifestos, political 
proclamations and queer and radical art.

By the 2000s zines started appearing in the mainstream more and 
more – used in ad campaigns, by mainstream artists, and even by 
commercial publications. You will often find larger print runs, made 
in higher quality, and monetized. The zine medium is still popular 
in many subcultures, however, and the ethos of accessibility and 
sharing ideas remains strong.

Irrelevant Press partners with a lot of creatives, writers, and educators 
who need support producing printed zines. Our favorite part of 
zine-making is the co-producing and sharing of ideas within different 
communities. The subjects a zine can contain are limitless, anyone 
can make one, and we hope you do! Lastly, remember art is work, 
so compensate your artists/collaborators/friends accordingly.
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This zine is produced in collaboration with the San Francisco Museum 
of Modern Art (SFMOMA) for its annual fundraiser, Art Bash. Art 
Bash supports the museum’s education department and community 
engagement programs.




